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Efficient Generation of Near Diffraction-
Limited Beam-Quality Output from

Medium-Scale Copper Vapor Laser Oscillators
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Abstract—Operation of copper vapor lasers (CVL’s) using
on-axis unstable resonators with very high magnificationsM is
characterized. A single medium-scale device (1-m-long, 25-mm-
diameter bore) with M = 360 is capable of delivering 10 W
of high-beam-quality (HBQ) output with a divergence of less
than two times the diffraction limit at a wall-plug efficiency of
0.5%. The enhanced performance is achieved by tailoring the
radial profiles of the initial amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
seed and gain, by means of varying the total neon buffer gas
pressure, the partial hydrogen (H2) content of the buffer gas,
and power loading of the laser head. The degree of insulation
of the plasma tube is found to be an important design criterium
for optimizing the HBQ performance. These results indicate that
efficient generation of HBQ output from medium-scale CVL’s
requires both a high degree of thermal insulation and operation
at high buffer gas pressures with ambient H2 concentrations of
the order of 1%.

Index Terms—Amplified spontaneous emission, beam quality,
copper vapor laser, hydrogen, pressure, unstable resonator.

I. INTRODUCTION

COPPER vapor lasers (CVL’s) are increasingly used
in micromachining applications [1]–[3] as a unique

high-average-power laser source with very high beam-
quality (HBQ) output. The need for low divergence output
from CVL’s with a centrally peaked far-field intensity
distribution free of “hot-spots” is also important for many
other applications, such as analytic sampling techniques based
on laser ablation [4], nonlinear frequency conversion [5]–[7],
and pumping of solid-state lasers [8], [9]. In order to acquire
practical acceptance, single-unit (stand alone) oscillators are
required which are capable of delivering 5–10-W average
power with very high beam quality (better than two times the
diffraction limit). It is only practical to attempt to efficiently
generate near diffraction-limited output from medium-scale
devices (bore diameter 20–35 mm) as it becomes increasingly
difficult to obtain such output from CVL oscillators with larger
bore diameters (since unrealistically large unstable resonator
magnifications are required to force the divergence to be
within the required limit).

At the same time, it is known that in elemental CVL’s the
gain during the early part of the cavity build-up period is
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usually largest at the plasma tube walls when the device is
operated with nominally pure neon buffer gas. Historically,
this led to the design of off-axis resonator geometries [10] to
enhance power extraction and improve the efficiency of the
laser. A disadvantage of this technique is that the far-field
intensity distribution of the laser output is annular or crescent-
shaped and can be quite asymmetric [11], making it unsuitable
for HBQ applications. Withfordet al. [12] have shown that
by introducing H as an admixture to the neon buffer gas,
the gain on-axis can be enhanced to allow generation of a
centrally peaked low-divergence output. In the present paper,
we demonstrate that introduction of Hadditives alone is
not sufficient, and we investigate other important mechanisms
which need to be taken into consideration to optimize the
design and performance of medium-scale CVL oscillators for
efficient extraction of HBQ output.

The output of CVL oscillators fitted with unstable resonators
is derived from an initial seed of amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) which propagates on repeated round trips
within the unstable resonator [13]. This results in the output
beam consisting of a succession of components of increasing
quality corresponding to propagation of the seed on successive
round trips (four, six, and possibly eight passes through the
gain medium). For sufficiently high magnification ( 50
upwards), the beam quality of the output of higher order round
trips (six- and eight-pass) is essentially diffraction-limited.
However, the far-field intensity distribution (divergence) of
the four-pass output is determined by the spatial distribution
of the initial seed and scales inversely with the resonator
magnification [14]. For medium-scale oscillators, the four-
pass component comprises a significant fraction (often more
than 50%) of the total non-ASE output power, particularly
when operated at high (10 kHz and upwards) pulse repetition
frequencies.

By increasing the resonator magnification in order to reduce
the divergence of the four-pass output, the effective feedback
from the output coupler is reduced, eventually
precluding efficient power extraction. To allow use of the
preferred on-axis unstable resonators with very high (100
upwards) magnifications while maintaining efficient power
extraction, the gain medium needs to exhibit a centrally
peaked ASE seed radial profile. The temporal and spatial
characteristics of the ASE output have been characterized in
order to study the features of the gain medium during the
transient build-up period. Two medium-scale CVL oscillators
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with different degrees of thermal insulation were compared
and operated at varying levels of electrical power loading, total
neon buffer gas pressure, and partial Hadmixture pressure.
Efficient extraction of HBQ output (maximum brightness)
from a single medium-scale CVL oscillator using very high
magnification (up to 360) on-axis unstable resonators is
demonstrated.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Description of Laser Systems

The primary laser system used for this study was an Oxford
Lasers LS 20-10 unit (henceforth referred to as LS), consisting
of a longitudinal discharge-pumped 1-m-long active region
with a 25-mm bore diameter. The typical electrical input
power required to achieve near-optimum wall temperature
was 4.1–4.3 W/cc at 10-kHz pulse repetition frequency. The
excitation circuit comprised a thyratron switched LC inversion
scheme and a single magnetic pulse compression (MPC) stage.
The measured peak voltage on the laser head was 17 kV with
a rise time of 30 ns.

To establish the relative effects of the amount of insulation
of the plasma tube on the operating characteristics, a compari-
son was made with a second in-house-built laser (referred to as
IH), which consisted of a less heavily insulated laser head with
a 0.75-m-long plasma tube and 25-mm bore diameter. This
laser was typically operated at 6.2–7.3-W/cc electrical input
power to achieve optimum temperature at 10 kHz, representing
a significantly higher power loading. The excitation circuit was
similar to that of the LS system, also containing a single MPC
stage.

Since the LS system was normally operated with a slow
flow of buffer gas, the gas outflow rate was changed while
the gas inflow rate was kept constant in order to vary the
total neon buffer gas pressure. The IH laser was normally run
with a sealed-off laser head, with the static gas fill replaced
daily. While nominally “pure” (99.95%) neon was normally
used as the buffer gas, both the LS and IH laser contained a
small ambient concentration of Himpurities outgassed from
the insulation and nylon tubing in the gas handling system.
(From this point onwards, the word “nominally pure” neon will
denote 99.95% grade neon supply, combined with the native
concentration of H impurities arising from the gas handling
system and the laser head).

B. Measurement of Seed Profiles

ASE seed profiles were measured for both lasers at various
neon buffer gas pressures using an imaging arrangement as
described in [13]. A spatial filter, consisting of a pair of lenses
and a pinhole, ensured only parallel rays emerging from the
far end of the plasma tube were collected. Generation of two-
pass ASE output due to spurious feedback was suppressed
by placing a black screen at 45at the far end of the gain
medium, and all imaging optics were either placed slightly
askew or sufficiently remote to prevent backscatter into the
laser. Both the green and yellow component were measured
simultaneously, using AR-coated achromatic doublet lenses at
all times. By scanning a fast photodiode (Thor Labs DET200)

Fig. 1. ASE seed radial profiles from the LS 20-10 laser operated at various
nominally pure neon buffer gas pressures with 4.1-W/cc specific electrical
input power.

across the imaged output beam, time traces of the ASE seed
profiles were recorded on a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix
2430A). For each radial position, the peak value of the initial
ASE spike was taken to represent the intensity of the ASE
seed at that position.

C. Oscillator Characterization

Operation of the LS laser with negative branch on-axis
unstable resonators with very high magnifications was charac-
terized. The resonator consisted of a 45scraper mirror with
a 1-mm-diameter hole, placed at the common focus of a pair
of concave mirrors to form a confocal unstable resonator. The
concave HR mirror had a radius of curvature of 3.6 m, while
the radius of the small concave mirror was chosen to be 10, 25,
or 50 mm, giving resonator magnifications of 360, 144, and
72, respectively. The output power was measured at different
operating buffer gas pressures using a thermopile power meter
(Ophir 925), giving a relative accuracy of0.5 W. A spatial
filter was used to separate the ASE output from the low
divergence component in order to measure the low-divergence
non-ASE component of the output power. The low-divergence
component was further characterized by imaging the far-field
intensity distribution onto a CCD camera (Exitech, 256
256 pixels over 4 4 mm). Additionally, as a hard measure
of the beam quality, a “power-in-the-bucket” experiment was
performed. In this case, a field restricting aperture stop was
placed in the far-field image plane, and the power transmitted
was measured as a function of aperture diameter.

III. RESULTS

A. Radial ASE Seed Profiles

In Figs. 1 and 2, the ASE seed radial intensity profile
is plotted for various pure neon buffer gas pressures

for the LS and the IH lasers, respectively. While there were
slight variations in the ASE seed power (10%) over the
range of pressures investigated, it is thespatial distribution
of the seed that determines the spatial distribution of the
subsequent laser output in the far-field. The areas under the
curves have therefore been normalized to give constant seed
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Fig. 2. ASE seed radial profiles from the in-house-built laser operated at
various nominally pure neon buffer gas pressures with 7.3-W/cc electrical
input power, except for 200 mbar where the electrical input power was 6.5
W/cc.

power integrated over the whole aperture radiusi.e.,

(1)

From the measured radial ASE seed profiles, it is evident that
at a low buffer gas pressure of 30 mbar of nominally pure neon,
the initial gain distribution is highly annular. By increasing the
buffer gas pressure, the annularity was reduced and the axially
depleted gain profile was “filled-in.” In the case of the LS laser
operated at 4.1 W/cc, the ASE seed profile is approximately
top-hat at 80 mbar (Fig. 1). By further increasing the buffer gas
pressure, the gain became more centrally peaked, ultimately
approaching Gaussian-like distributions for pressures in excess
of 100 mbar.

Similar results were obtained with the IH laser operated at
7.3 W/cc, where an increase in the total buffer gas pressure also
led to a more centrally peaked gain profile (Fig. 2). However,
for the IH laser, much higher pressures were required to
achieve similar effects. While the LS CVL produced a top-hat
profile at 80 mbar, at this pressure the IH system still exhibited
an annular profile similar to that of the LS at 30 mbar. To
alleviate the annularity, the IH laser required approximately
twice the pressure of the LS system.

To illustrate the evolution of the radial gain distribution after
the initial ASE spike, the time traces of the full ASE pulse
recorded for the LS system are plotted as a function of radial
position at different pressures in Fig. 3. At the low pressure
of 30 mbar, the annularity of the ASE intensity distribution
is found to linger up to 15 ns after the initial ASE spike and
is therefore present for a significant fraction of the total pulse
duration of 35 ns. At 50 mbar, while the ASE seed is found to
be axially depleted, the radial profile is already significantly
filled-in on-axis at around 10 ns after the start of the optical
pulse. At higher pressures in excess of 80 mbar, the radial
ASE distribution is centrally peaked at all times. For both
laser systems, it was found that the overall gain duration of
the laser medium remains relatively unchanged (3 ns) with
varying buffer gas pressures.

B. LS 20-10 Oscillator

The output power characteristics of the LS laser are listed
in Table I. Both the low divergence component and the total

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Time traces of the optical pulse from the LS 20-10 laser measured
across the laser aperture (radiusR) at different pressures: (a) 30 mbar, (b) 50
mbar, (c) 80 mbar, and (d) 115 mbar.

raw output power (in brackets) are given at various resonator
magnifications and buffer gas pressures with nominally pure
neon. As expected, both the low divergence and total raw
output power decrease with increasing resonator magnification
at constant pressure. For a given configuration, the output
power increases with increasing buffer gas pressure. For
example, for 360, the non-ASE output power increases
from 4.5 W at 30 mbar to 8.5 W at 115 mbar.

In Table II, the low divergence and total raw optical output
powers are listed for varying specific electrical input powers at
a resonator magnification of 360 at buffer gas pressures of 40,
130, and 150 mbar. When operated at low pressures and near-
optimum electrical input powers (4.1–4.3 W/cc), the maximum
non-ASE output power obtained remains significantly lower
than at elevated buffer gas pressures, while increasing the input
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TABLE I
OUTPUT POWER CHARACTERISTIC OF THE LS 20-10 LASER AT

VARIOUS CAVITY MAGNIFICATIONS AND NOMINALLY PURE NEON

BUFFER GAS PRESSURES WITH4.1-W/cc ELECTRICAL INPUT POWER

The low divergence component is listed, compared with the total raw output
power in brackets, both given in watts.

power only results in an increase of the ASE output power. At
high buffer gas pressures (130–150 mbar), optimum operation
was for 4.3-W/cc electrical input power, with maximum low
divergence output power of 10.0 W obtained at 130 mbar from
the 360 unstable resonator. For 4.5-W/cc input power,
the LS laser output turned distinctly yellow, indicating that
the laser was overheated. Bringing the input power down to
3.9 W/cc resulted in a significant reduction of output power,
giving only 13 W of total output.

The far-field intensity profile of the low divergence output at
near optimum conditions of 115 mbar and 4.1-W/cc electrical
input power for high magnification resonator of 360 is plotted
in Fig. 4. The profile is to be compared with Fig. 5 where
the theoretical far-field diffraction pattern of a plane wave
through a 25-mm-diameter aperture is plotted. Due to the top-
hat near-field intensity distribution of the output, it is more
appropriate to quantify the beam quality of CVL’s with the
diffraction limit defined by Fraunhofer diffraction of a plane
wave at a circular aperture, rather than the more common
formulation in terms of Gaussian beams, as argued by Coutts
[15]. The plotted range in both graphs corresponds to 0.1-
mrad full angle divergence. The central lobe is approximately
1.5 times wider than the central Airy disc, extending toward
the second Airy ring. Note that the angular diameter of the
second Airy ring is equivalent to 1.8 times the diameter of
the Airy disc.

In Fig. 6, the result of the power-in-the-bucket measurement
is given for resonator magnifications of 144 and 360, again
operating at a buffer gas pressure of 115 mbar and 4.1-
W/cc electrical input power. The dashed line is the calculated
throughput of a circular aperture given by the radially inte-
grated power density in the far-field for plane-wave diffraction
from a circular aperture. Note also that due to the periodic
character of the Bessel function-like distribution, the theoret-
ical curve exhibits points of inflection corresponding to the
minima of the Airy pattern, illustrated in Fig. 5. The turning
point in the power-in-the-bucket curve occurs at two times the
diffraction-limited aperture for the 360 resonator, which

confirms the observation that the central lobe of the far-field
intensity distribution extends toward the second Airy ring.

C. Addition of H to the Neon Buffer Gas

To establish the merits of increasing the total buffer gas
pressure on the laser operation, relative to an increase in the
partial H pressure, the LS laser was operated with a neon
buffer gas supply containing 2% Hwith 4.1-W/cc electrical
input power. The ASE seed radial profiles were measured, as
plotted in Fig. 7.

At constant total pressure, the ASE seed profiles were found
to be less annular at higher partial pressures of HThe
unstable resonator total non-ASE output power characteristics
obtained with the H admixture, however, could never repro-
duce or match the performance achieved by operation with
nominally pure neon at elevated pressures. In the pressure
range between 60–130 mbar, the total raw output power
was found to be very low, never exceeding 13.0 W, while
the low divergence component was always less than 6.5 W
when using a resonator magnification of 360 and operating
at 4.1-W/cc electrical input power. By going to a lower
magnification of 72 and increasing the input power to 4.5
W/cc, the total raw output power could be increased to 19.5 W
when operating at 40 mbar with the Hadmixture, matching
the performance obtained with nominally pure neon. However,
the low divergence component in this case never exceeded
7.0 W, which is approximately 50% of the maximum value
obtained with nominally pure neon. To ensure that the H
concentration of 2% is not too far from the optimum value,
a combination of an admixture containing 10% Hin neon,
and nominally pure neon was used to perform a qualitative
scan of a range of H concentrations. It was found that at
elevated H concentrations in excess of 2%, the gain duration
is considerably shortened, eventually leading to the cessation
of lasing action. Efficient operation could only be established
by reducing the H concentration toward the 1–2% range,
reproducing the results obtained with the 2% gas admixture.

In comparison with the LS laser, the IH laser should by
itself contain a lower background Hconcentration for two
reasons. Firstly, the fact that the plasma tube is not heavily
insulated means that the alumina fiber runs hotter under normal
operating conditions, allowing more thorough outgassing of
impurities, such as water vapor, prior to operation. Secondly,
the gas handling system was completely made out of copper
tubing, which significantly reduces the diffusion of water
vapor into the system compared to nylon tubing. To establish
the relative merits of an increase in the partial Hpressure
compared to an overall pressure effect, the IH system was
run clean by outgassing impurities by flushing the active
medium with a steady flow of pure neon during normal
lasing operation for 6 h. The radial ASE seed profiles were
measured for high pressures operating with 6.5-W/cc electrical
input power. With a “dirty” system, a centrally peaked profile
could be produced at 200 mbar, similar to that plotted in
Fig. 2. However, after impurities were flushed out, the ASE
seed radial profile returned to the highly annular shape even
when operated at pressures in excess of 200 mbar, where the
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TABLE II
OUTPUT POWER CHARACTERISTIC OF THELS 20-10 LASER AT VAROIUS SPECIFIC ELECTRICAL INPUT POWERS (WITH THE CORRESPONDING

TOTAL INPUT POWERS CITED IN BRACKETS) FOR CAVITY MAGNIFICATION OF 360 AT HIGH NOMINALLY PURE NEON BUFFER GAS PRESSURES

The low divergence component is listed, compared with the total raw output power in brackets, both given in watts.

seed profile resembled those obtained in the LS laser at low
pressures (less than 100 mbar), depicted in Fig. 2.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Operation of High-Magnification Unstable Resonators

The divergence of the output of medium-scale CVL oscil-
lators, where typically only 3–4 round trips (ASE, four- and
six-pass components) can be accommodated during the gain
pulse, is critically dependent on the resonator magnification

. To first-order, the normalized near-field spatial intensity
profile of the ASE seed is reproduced in the far-field intensity
distribution of the subsequent four-pass output, where the
divergence scales (and hence the intensity distribution
in the far-field scales by ). Thus, a more centrally peaked
ASE seed profile generally results in a lower divergence of
the four-pass component.

In order to reduce the divergence of the four-pass output to
less than twice the diffraction limit, cavity magnificationsof
order 300 are required. However, to produce any significant
power output at such extremely high magnifications, the gain
on-axis needs to be sufficiently high to overcome the high
losses of the unstable resonator and control the ASE. For
example, for 360, the fractional feedback is only10 .
It follows from geometric considerations that during the first
amplifying (three-pass) stage of the seed, only the central part
of the gain (within the solid angle subtended by the focus at
the scraper mirror and the full aperture of the HR mirror) can
contribute the amplification of the small fraction of the seed
which is reflected into the resonator. Therefore, not only is a
centrally peaked ASE seed needed to generate the required
high beam quality of the subsequent four-pass output, but
equally important is the need for the gain to remain sufficiently
high on-axis throughout the laser pulse in order to control (sat-
urate) the laser medium to establish efficient power extraction.

This effect is illustrated in Fig. 8, where both the ASE and
high-beam-quality components of the optical output from the
LS laser are plotted against time for two different resonator
magnifications. Separation of the ASE and HBQ components
was done using a spatial filter, where utmost care needed
to be taken to ensure no spurious feedback or parasitic
lasing would bias the measured relative contributions. In

Fig. 4. Far-field intensity distribution from the LS 20-10 laser withM =

360. Full extent of the plottedxy plane corresponds to 0.1 mrad.

Fig. 5. Calculated diffraction-limited far-field intensity distribution (Fraun-
hofer diffraction through a circular aperture). Full extent of the plottedxy

plane corresponds to 0.1 mrad.

the case of relatively low 72, the initial ASE spike
is found to decay fast, indicating that the output coupler
reflectivity is sufficiently high to saturate the gain medium
and efficiently extract power during the higher order round
trips. In comparison, when the laser is fitted with the
360 resonator, the ASE signal is found to extend longer
into the optical pulse, thus reducing the output power in the
HBQ component, indicating that the effective reflectivity is
too low to fully control the gain medium. To verify this
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Fig. 6. Power-in-the-bucket measurement from the LS 20-10 laser for high
M resonators.

Fig. 7. ASE seed radial profiles from the LS 20-10 laser operated at various
neon buffer gas pressures containing 2% H2 with 4.1-W/cc electrical input
power.

Fig. 8. ASE and HBQ components of the optical output of the LS 20-10
laser for differentM resonators.

observation, a beamsplitter was used to sample 2% of the
average intracavity power at the HR. For 72 resonator,
the average intracavity non-ASE power was 250 mW, while
for the 360 resonator this was reduced to 40 mW.

B. Radial Gain Distribution in Medium-Scale CVL’s

Present understanding of CVL kinetics highlights the im-
portance of recombination and relaxation processes during the
afterglow and interpulse period [16], [17]. Kinetic relaxation
processes directly affect the pre-pulse conditions in the plasma,
which in turn influence the radial gain distribution of the laser
medium. While a number of pathways have been suggested

via which the plasma relaxation process can be enhanced, it
remains to be experimentally verified as to which mechanism
is the most dominant one. For the present discussion, it suffices
to state that the observed radial variations in the gain medium
of medium-scale CVL’s is caused by axial depletion of the
pre-pulse copper vapor density [12], [18]–[20].

It has been demonstrated that addition of small partial
pressures of H to the neon buffer gas of elemental CVL’s
modifies the plasma kinetics to result in a more centrally
peaked gain profile [12], [16], [21]–[23]. In comparison, the
present investigation shows that the enhanced beam-quality
performance of the LS laser is ascribed to asimultaneous
increase of the partial hydrogen pressure and the total pressure.
Although the concentration of the ambient Hcontent of the
LS laser has not been measured directly, there is evidence
that it is of the order of 1%, which is sufficient to change the
plasma kinetics. In this respect, it is also important to note
that Withfordet al. [23] showed that the optimum Hcontent
for a given configuration is not determined by the relative
percentage, but rather the absolute partial pressure of H.

Again, we must emphasize the importance of establishing
a high gain on-axis persistingthroughout the pulse when
using high-magnification unstable resonators, as argued earlier.
While an increase of the partial Hpressure alone can modify
the gain to be centrally peaked, maximum power extraction can
only be obtained by operating at elevated buffer gas pressures
with relative H concentrations up to 1%. Recall the results
for the LS laser, where a centrally peaked ASE seed could
be established by just increasing the partial Hpressure (see
Fig. 7), yet efficient power extraction in the HBQ component
was only achieved by a simultaneous increase of the total
buffer gas pressure up to 150 mbar (see results in Section III-
C). In comparison, results reported by Withford and Brown [7]
for a medium-scale CVL oscillator (plasma tube same size as
the LS laser operated at 10 kHz with 6.5–6.9 W/cc, 100,
and capable of delivering 25 W with a plane–plane resonator
using a similar excitation scheme as the LS laser) found the
optimum low divergence output to be 1.6 W for a nominally
pure neon buffer gas pressure of 50 mbar, and 5.7 W when
2% H is added. Under similar operating conditions, the LS
laser delivered 10-W low divergence output when operated at
elevated buffer gas pressures (100 mbar) with 360.
In addition, Withford et al. [23] have shown for the same
laser that by increasing the Hconcentration up to 5%, whilst
maintaining the total buffer gas pressure low at 50 mbar, a
more centrally peaked gain profile could only be established
at the cost of reduced total power output. Understanding of the
physical mechanisms by which an increase in the total buffer
gas pressure results in such a pronounced improvement in the
HBQ power extraction efficiency cannot be given at this point
and most likely requires extensive numerical simulations [18],
[19] to account for the complex dynamics of the gain medium
and the optical field.

C. Degree of Thermal Insulation and Power Loading

In addition to the effect of the total buffer gas pressure
and the partial H pressure on the radial gain distribution,
the need for operation at reduced specific electrical input
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powers is also underlined in the present investigation (see,
e.g., Fig. 2). A high degree of thermal insulation enables
a reduction in the power loading of the laser, while the
optimum wall temperature can still be achieved, which results
in a more “gentle” excitation discharge. Consequently, the
degree of ionization of the copper vapor is reduced, thus
reducing deleterious effects such as radial cataphoresis (radial
migration/ion-pumping) in the afterglow period, which ulti-
mately can outweigh other beneficial processes aimed toward
enhancing the on-axis gain. As such, the use of more heavily
insulated plasma tubes is favored. Comparing the two lasers
investigated, the measured ASE seed and radial gain profiles
are indeed found to be less annular for the heavily insulated
LS laser, operating under similar buffer gas conditions as the
IH laser but at reduced specific input powers. An equally
important argument for the choice of a high degree of thermal
insulation is the reduction of radial gas temperature gradients,
which also translates to variations of the copper vapor density
across the plasma tube. The relative importance of the effect
of radial cataphoresis versus gas temperature effects can only
be determined by comprehensive numerical simulations [18],
[19]. Finally, note also the added advantage for a high degree
of thermal insulation is the improved wall-plug efficiency of
the device, now requiring less electrical input power.

Results obtained by Withford [24] underwrite this interpre-
tation regarding the effect of specific input power loading.
For a less heavily insulated medium-scale CVL (25-mm bore
diameter, 1-m length, requiring 6.1–6.5 W/cc electrical input
power at 9.2 kHz with similar electrical excitation circuit like
the LS laser), Withford found that the annular ASE seed profile
couldnot be alleviated, either by adding up to 5% of hydrogen
or by increasing the neon buffer pressure up to 130 mbar.
At the same time, by reducing the electrical input power to
5.5 W/cc and applying supplementary heating to maintain the
required wall temperature, a significant increase of the seed
intensity on-axis was established using hydrogen additives,
resulting in a nearly flat radial ASE seed profile. In addition,
Withford found that the level of power loading significantly
affects the total gain duration: at high specific electrical input
powers, the contribution to the total output power of the six-
pass component was nearly negligible. For the LS laser, the
six-pass component comprises a significant fraction of the total
raw output power and contributes to the HBQ output, as can
be concluded from Fig. 8.

D. Summary

We have shown that in order to allow medium-scale ele-
mental CVL oscillators to be efficiently operated with high-
magnification on-axis unstable resonators (and hence deliver
HBQ output), the gain medium needs to exhibit:

1) a centrally peaked ASE seed profile, to generate the
required low divergence of the four-pass component;

2) a persistently high gain on-axis throughout the optical
pulse, to establish efficient power extraction in the HBQ
output.

While addition of H can enhance the radial ASE profile to
meet the first requirement, an increase in the total buffer gas

pressure is imperative to establish good efficiency when using
very high resonator magnifications ( 100). At the same
time, to reduce the deleterious effects of radial cataphoresis
and provide a more uniform radial gas temperature profile,
reduction of the specific electrical input power loading is
necessary, thus implying the need for a high degree of thermal
insulation of the plasma tube. With these design issues in mind,
final optimization can be achieved by matching the electrical
input power to the elevated buffer gas pressure and increased
level of thermal insulation.

It is important to emphasize that these findings cannot be
directly applied to large-scale devices. In elemental CVL’s
with bore diameters in excess of35 mm, the occurrence of
annular ASE seed and gain profiles is primarily ascribed to
the skin-effect of the conducting plasma medium (rather than
axial depletion of the ground-state copper density), leading
to a significant delay (up to tens of nanoseconds) between
the onset of gain near the tube walls and on-axis. Results
reported by Chang [25] for a 40-mm bore diameter CVL
showed that this temporal delay can be reduced by increasing
the total buffer gas pressure, however, at the same time the
output power was found to decrease when using a plane–plane
resonator. Chang determined qualitatively that for these large
bore devices the optimum pressure is of the order of 40 mbar.
The present investigation showed that, for a heavily insulated
medium-scale CVL, both the total raw output power and the
low divergence component increase with increasing pressure.
The disparity between these results indicates that the dominant
physical processes leading toward radial variations of the gain
distribution during the build-up time are significantly different
for medium bore diameter ( 35 mm) CVL’s versus large
bore diameter ( 35 mm) devices.

Note also that the pressure scaling effects observed here
cannot be solely attributed to impedance-matching effects. It
is generally true that the impedance of the plasma column is
increased by increasing the total buffer gas pressure, which
may result in a higher optical output power (provided the
plasma is not overheated). However, as can be concluded from
Table II, by increasing the electrical input power alone at a
constant pressure of 40 mbar, the low divergence output is
only found to increase proportionally with the total raw output
power. An increase in the relative contribution of the HBQ
output is only established by operating at elevated buffer gas
pressures, in order to extract approximately 45–65% of the
total raw output power in the low divergence component.

V. CONCLUSION

Operation of HBQ single-unit medium-scale elemental CVL
oscillators has been characterized. Design criteria were de-
termined which achieve a centrally peaked ASE seed profile
and persistent high gain on-axis, as is required for efficient
operation with on-axis unstable resonators with very high
magnifications . Efficient extraction of near diffraction-
limited beam-quality output (divergence less than two times
the diffraction limit) using very high-magnification unstable
resonators (magnifications up to 360) was found to
require a heavily insulated plasma tube (with low specific
electrical input powers of the order of 4 W/cc), operated at
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elevated total neon buffer gas pressures (100–150 mbar) and
with a partial pressure of the background Hconcentration of
the order of 1% of the total pressure. Specifically, a single
medium-scale CVL oscillator (25-mm bore diameter, 1-m-
long active region) fitted with an on-axis unstable resonator
with 360, which is the highest reported to date for any
laser, when operated at 130 mbar total buffer gas pressure
and 4.3-W/cc electrical input power at 10-kHz pulse repetition
frequency, was capable of delivering 10 W of HBQ output
with a divergence of less than two times the diffraction limit
at a wall-plug efficiency of 0.5%.
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